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Abstract: More actuator and sensor devices are connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) every
day, and the network keeps growing, while software security of the devices is often incomplete.
Sensor networks and the IoT in general currently cover a large number of devices with an identical
internal interface structure. By diversifying the internal interfaces, the interfaces on each node of the
network are made unique, and it is possible to break the software monoculture of easily exploitable
identical systems. This paper proposes internal interface diversification as a security measure
for sensor networks. We conduct a study on diversifiable internal interfaces in 20 IoT operating
systems. We also present two proof-of-concept implementations and perform experiments to gauge
the feasibility in the IoT environment. Internal interface diversification has practical limitations,
and not all IoT operating systems have that many diversifiable interfaces. However, because of low
resource requirements, compatibility with other security measures and wide applicability to several
interfaces, we believe internal interface diversification is a promising and effective approach for
securing nodes in sensor networks.
Keywords: interface diversification; security; software; Internet of Things

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network composed of physical devices and other objects [1].
These “things” are incorporated with software, electronics, sensors and actuators. By using network
connectivity, the devices collect and exchange information with each other. Today, IoT devices are used
by various public and private sectors from health care to industrial applications. The whole physical
infrastructure has become closely connected by information technology with the help of sensors, as
interconnected embedded devices transmit measurement results and instructions over the network.
The IoT forms a global infrastructure and covers several applications areas, such as smart cities, smart
grids and power plants, with the aim of making everyday life more effortless and comfortable. In a
wireless sensor network (WSN), several nodes are equipped with sensors that detect physical or
environmental conditions, such as the temperature, light or pressure. With the rapid development of
sensors, WSNs can be considered a key technology in the IoT environment.
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More and more new devices and sensors are connected to the Internet daily, and the IoT keeps
growing. Gartner estimates over 6 billion “things” are in use now, and there will be about 20 billion
by 2020. Another prediction is that more than half of major new business processes and systems will
incorporate an IoT component by 2020 [2]. The enormous growth in the number of IoT devices also
means there are serious implications for software security. The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) states in its recommendation that the “IoT makes full use of things to offer services to all kinds
of applications, whilst ensuring that security and privacy requirements are fulfilled.” [1]. In practice,
however, security and privacy are still a major challenge for the burgeoning IoT environment.
The mismatch between the growing significance and the poor security of the IoT is obvious. HP
reported that at least 70 percent of IoT devices are vulnerable to exploits that may be harmful to
users [3]. Not surprisingly, adversaries have already started taking advantage of this issue, as was
clearly shown with Mirai, a piece of malware found in August 2016. Mirai launched large-scale
network attacks by using a botnet comprising of hundreds of thousands of IoT devices [4].
There is a clear incentive to improve software security in the IoT environment. Cybersecurity
vendors and service providers have noticed the problem and are already devising new approaches and
architectures for IoT security. However, novel security solutions that can effectively protect devices
while taking into account the very limited resources available in the IoT environment, as well as sensor
and actuator networks, are still needed. In our view, interface diversification is a security scheme that
shows a lot of promise in the IoT environment.
In the current era of software monoculture, not many execution platforms exist with large differences.
Instead, there are huge numbers of copies of the same execution platform with the same internal
structure. Because of this, one piece of malware can potentially infect millions of devices. Malware
uses knowledge about the system’s internal interfaces to achieve the attacker’s objectives. If the
internal interfaces were different in each IoT device, malware that relies on the information about the
well-known identical interfaces would not be able to run in a system [5,6]. The idea of internal interface
diversification follows this line of reasoning. Unique diversification applied to the target node’s internal
interfaces makes its software much more resistant to potential cyber attacks. In a system that has been
diversified, a malicious piece of software cannot communicate in the secret “language” used in that
system and, therefore, is prevented from accessing the the system’s resources.
In this paper, we propose interface diversification as a security measure for devices in sensor
networks. The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, based on our previous conference
paper [7], we present a study on diversifiable interfaces in IoT operating systems. This study has
been extended here considerably with a discussion of 10 additional operating systems. Second,
we offer two proof-of-concept implementations for the IoT environment that demonstrate the feasibility
of diversification. These solutions were first introduced in [8]. In this paper, we provide more
implementation details and an extended discussion of these solutions in the context of sensor
networks. Based on our experiments, we evaluate the feasibility, strengths and drawbacks of interface
diversification in the IoT environment. We also discuss attack scenarios that are mitigated by interface
diversification in sensor networks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces interface diversification and
related concepts. We also introduce some common attack scenarios in sensor networks that we aim
to combat with interface diversification. Section 3 reviews related work in the field of diversification
research. Section 4 explains how the operating system interface diversification can be applied to
IoT operating systems and presents a review of diversifiable interfaces in 20 commonly used IoT
operating systems. Section 5 presents our proof-of-concept implementations for two IoT operating
systems. We provide practical implementations for memory layout shuffling in Thingsee OS and
symbol diversification in Raspbian operating systems. Furthermore, experiments with these solutions
are conducted to show the feasibility of interface diversification in the IoT environment. Section 6
discusses interface diversification as a security measure in sensor networks and reviews its strengths
and weaknesses. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. Interface Diversification
2.1. The Idea of Interface Diversification
By diversifying interfaces, we modify applications’ or systems’ internal interfaces with the aim of
making them unpredictable for a malicious adversary. In other words, diversification severely limits
the number of assumptions an adversary can make about the surrounding system where the malicious
code is meant to be run. In this paper, we concentrate on the diversification of internal interfaces;
that is, we do not diversify the external interfaces exposed to the end-user. In practice, diversification
can be implemented by using several code obfuscation techniques [5]. Even very simple obfuscation
techniques, such as renaming identifiers and changing the order of parameters in function signatures,
can be used to diversify the internal interfaces.
When we use the term interface, we refer not only to ordinary interfaces provided by libraries and
software modules. We use the term broadly to cover many other things in the system that can be seen
as interfaces and benefit from diversification. Examples include commands of a scripting language or
memory addresses (of critical functions or services). When understood in this manner, an interface
is anything that the adversary can potentially use to gain access to critical services or resources in
the system.
As a practical example of interface diversification, consider altering the mapping of system call
numbers in an operating system. Applications use system calls to use the resources of a computer and
to request a service from an operating system. Basically, in order to accomplish anything meaningful,
a malicious program has to use system calls to operate. Therefore, it makes sense to diversify the
system calls to keep the adversary from exploiting them.
In the Linux operating system, for example, system call diversification can be implemented
by replacing the original system call numbers—more than 300 system calls defined in the system
call table—with new ones. Because system calls are used by many library functions (wrappers),
diversification also has to be propagated to the code that uses the system calls. In other words,
the system call numbers are updated to their diversified counterparts in all libraries and applications
that invoke system calls directly. In addition, the library functions that invoke systems calls directly
or indirectly are renamed so that the malicious software cannot use these functions. Put differently,
the transitive closure of the system calls has to be diversified so that the malware cannot exploit these
entry points to the critical resources of the computer.
Diversification of system call numbers is performed uniquely for each operating system
installation, meaning that each system or device gets unique protection. This way, the adversary
cannot use the information gained by compromising a single system in a widespread attack targeting
other systems. In the Linux operating system, for example, the system calls are represented by 64-bit
numbers; therefore, a brute force attack to guess the secret diversified system call numbers is laborious
and can be easily detected.
2.2. Attack Scenarios Mitigated by Diversification
Generally speaking, interface diversification mitigates (1) attacks where the adversary manages
to bring a harmful executable file in the system and tries to run it and (2) attacks where malicious
instructions are slipped in an existing process with the aim of executing these instructions in the
memory space of that process. We present several attack scenarios that are prevented by diversification
in the context of sensory networks.
2.2.1. Infecting the Node
Internal interface diversification protects against scenarios where the adversary has succeeded in
slipping a harmful executable into the system and attempts to run it. The aim of the attacker is to get
full control over the IoT device, which can then be used according to his or her objectives. However,
if the malicious executable fails to successfully invoke the diversified system calls (or run commands
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on a diversified command shell), the malicious executable cannot operate in the system. Regardless
of whether the attacker has gained physical access to the IoT device or is operating remotely from
another machine in the network, interface diversification makes running malicious executables in the
system considerably more difficult. Therefore, although internal interface diversification does nothing
to stop malicious programs from being planted in the system, diversification prevents them from
running. This also applies to many previously unknown pieces of malware that would go unnoticed
by anti-virus software. In this respect, internal interface diversification is a proactive measure.
2.2.2. Worm Propagation
Another potential attack scenario in the IoT environment is self-replicating and spreading malware.
An example of such a worm is Mirai. Mirai turned infected devices into a botnet that can be exploited
in large-scale network attacks. It scans devices for telnet, uses a hard-coded list of common credentials
to access devices and starts running malicious code [4]. In the current software monoculture, this kind
of worm is potentially compatible with millions of nodes, which allows it to spread uncontrollably.
However, the malicious code cannot run on a diversified system even if the worm gets past the
authentication. Consequently, diversification also mitigates the propagation of malicious software.
2.2.3. An Infected Update
Internal interface diversification can be used to mitigate the threat of infected updates.
The adversary can try to slip malicious code into a remote update at some point along the way.
Of course, the remote updates are usually sent in encrypted form and possibly signed, but the keys
might get compromised, or the adversary could find a way to tamper with the contents of the update
before encryption. Paradoxically, this causes the updates often meant to improve the security of
the system to become a potential security risk themselves. However, as long as the adversary does
not know the diversification secret of a specific node or insert malicious code before the update is
diversified, the harmful code slipped into the update does not work in a diversified system. Of course,
if the attacker gets access to the diversified code, he or she can attempt to deduce its meaning and find
out the results of the diversification that way. However, this method requires costly analysis, and the
results can be used only in that one specific system.
Of course, having diversification in place can make distributing updates to systems more
challenging as the updates need to be compatible with the diversified system. This ties into the
question of when the diversification should be performed. If the updates are received pre-diversified,
the vendor delivering the updates needs to be aware of the diversification secret. If the updates
are diversified on-device before they are applied, the system must pose a way to diversify, and
subsequently run, undiversified binaries. Securing these pathways is critical to the security of the
entire scheme: if an attacker can find a way to diversify untrusted binaries with the device-specific
diversification secret, then he or she is able to run arbitrary code.
2.2.4. Compromising Node’s Integrity
Attackers may also aim to attack a sensor in order to change the data that has been collected or
to compromise the integrity of the sensor’s software. Internal interface diversification can be used to
supplement the security measures related to node integrity. For example, remote attestation [9] is a
mechanism usually used to measure the internal state of a sensor node. The resulting information is
reported to a remote verifier so that the node’s integrity can be checked. However, the drawback of
the method is that it concentrates on executable files during the loading phase but usually does not
prevent runtime attacks. Therefore, extra protection for runtime attacks, such as those that exploit
buffer overflow vulnerabilities, is needed. In a buffer overflow, a program accidentally overruns the
buffer’s boundaries and overwrites the data in memory. This vulnerability can be exploited by writing
malicious code into areas where executable code is held.
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In a diversified system, however, the harmful code would use the wrong (undiversified) functions
or system calls and as a result could not run successfully. Verification of the integrity of the static
boot time system would not be able to catch attacks of the kind that exploit vulnerabilities in trusted
pre-approved binaries. In contrast, diversification can protect against attacks that work by introducing
new code into a vulnerable process. The attacker would still be able to inject code, but the code would
likely not function within the context of the diversified system. In this way, we view diversification
as an important protection mechanism to be used in addition to other forms of defense. Internal
interface diversification can also act as a replacement for other runtime protection mechanisms,
such as data execution prevention (DEP), that have not necessarily been implemented in many IoT
operating systems.
3. Related Work
In the literature, there is a large body of research on securing operating systems with
diversification, which is applicable to IoT and sensor networks. Diversification is a promising approach
in securing software and applications and has benefited many different environments. There exist
several diversification methods for thwarting various types of security attacks [10,11]. The methods
consider various interfaces as the targets of diversification, such as system calls, functions in shared
libraries, command shells, memory space and protocols.
Hosseinzadeh et al. [12,13] propose diversification of operating system interfaces of IoT devices as
a way of presenting security for these networks at the application layer. This method is promising for
protecting largely distributed networks and mitigating massive-scale attacks. The authors also discuss
diversifying the communication protocols used among the devices of these networks for presenting
security at the network layer.
A communication protocol can be regarded as an interface, and, therefore, as a potential target for
obfuscation with the aim of protecting the confidentiality and integrity of the communication. Protocol
obfuscation makes it more difficult for an intruder to identify the protocol through static analysis and
recognize the protocol using traffic classification tools. The obfuscation could be done by removing
the identifiable properties of the protocol, such as packet size and byte sequence, in such ways that
they look random. This kind of protocol obfuscation closely resembles cryptography as a security
measure [14].
Chew and Song [15] propose three lightweight randomization techniques for operating systems
that increase the heterogeneity of the system and impede buffer overflow exploits. These techniques
rely on randomizing the global library entry points, system call mappings and stack placement.
Typically, library exploits start with gaining knowledge about the address of the library routines and
exact address of the entry point of the function. In the scenario that all the shared libraries are mapped
in the same virtual address, it is very likely that the attacker could guess the function’s entry points.
Here, one way to change the function’s entry point is to change the function to a dummy function
with the same functionality and change the name of the original function. A malicious program that
does not know the new name and entry point will not succeed in using the function. In this way,
the adversary is prevented from gaining access to root shell by using functions in shared libraries.
System calls are a programmatic way for applications to request services from the OS kernel. If not
well protected, system calls could also be used by malware to access system resources. Diversifying
system calls is an effective way of impeding such a threat. Randomizing system call mappings [15]
is a method for avoiding malware from directly making system calls. More specifically, changing
the mapping of the system calls and the correlated numbers in the system call table decreases the
probability that the malicious code can invoke a correct system call.
System call diversification has also been studied by Rauti et al. [16,17] as a means of protecting
operating systems from malware. This can be done by altering system call numbers in the operating
system’s kernel and accordingly altering the applications invoking these system calls [17]. This can
be implemented by diversifying system calls in ELF (Executable and Linkable Format) binaries [16].
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Ergo, the malware that is not aware of the new system call numbers is unable to interact with
the environment. Symbol diversification [18,19] diversifies the symbol names used with dynamic
linking of shared libraries. Shared libraries implement functions that are used by other libraries or
executables. In order to find these functions, symbol names are associated with them. Diversifying
the symbol names makes the functions unknown to malware that does not have knowledge about the
diversification secret.
Diversifying shell commands is a technique for protecting the system from malware.
Uitto et al. [20] present a diversification approach that prevents attacks (e.g., injection type of attacks)
in the command shell environment, through diversifying Linux shell commands. After these shell
commands are diversified, a piece of malware no longer has knowledge about the correct commands
and therefore, cannot use the shell to pursue the malware’s goals.
In another work, Uitto et al. [21] introduced an instruction set diversification scheme for
interpreted languages to restrain the execution of malicious scripts. In this diversification method,
programming language interfaces are diversified or renamed in such a way that they appear unknown
to adversaries, and malware is not able to attach itself to the system. The diversified scripts generated
by this diversification tool can be run only by an interpreter that supports these diversified scripts, using
the diversification secret. This means that malicious adversaries that do not have the diversification
secret cannot diversify their code correctly, and their execution will be prevented.
Diversification of memory space has been widely studied as a means of obscuring the related
memory addresses, by randomly changing the start address of the executable and the positions of
the heap, stack, and libraries. Thus, it is difficult for an attacker to predict the target addresses.
Address space layout randomization (ASLR) is an effective randomization memory-protection
technique for thwarting memory corruption, code reuse, code injection, and buffer-overflow attacks.
Shacham et al. [22] demonstrate the effectiveness of address space randomization in breaking the
software monoculture and hindering an attacker from exploiting different randomized instances of
a program, utilizing the same attack code. They also show that re-randomizations, after the initial
address space randomization can amend security in resisting brute force attacks.
Because the stacks of all the processes start at the same address in Linux2.2.x, it is simple for a
malicious shell code to guess the correct return address beforehand. In this regard, Chew and Song [15]
propose randomizing the start address for the stack of each process, that is, allowing stacks to start
from random positions, in order to make the stack-based exploits more challenging.
The implementation proposed by Bhatkar et al. [23] focuses on address obfuscation,
by randomizing the base address of the heap, stack and code segments and adding random padding
to malloc function calls and the stack frame. This binary rewriting tool rewrites the object files and
executables to randomize the addresses. It also periodically re-obfuscates the executables and libraries,
in order to prevent an attacker from probing the fixed address space layout.
Höller et al. [24] used ASLR as an effective technique for not only preventing malicious attacks
but also for increasing the fault detection rate of memory-related software bugs. The authors propose
an adaptive dynamic software diversity method that designs the program in such a way that during
execution, it could be randomized based on the parameters that are adjusted at runtime. More
specifically, their approach randomizes the base addresses of the stack, the shared memory regions
and data segment, and the virtual dynamic shared object.
Although a number of studies proposed diversification of different interfaces, this research area is
still very new in the context of the IoT and sensor networks. Our work in this paper adds to the current
body of knowledge on IoT security by proposing diversification for securing sensor networks and
providing practical proof-of-concept implementations demonstrating the feasibility of this approach.
Further study of the applicability of interface diversification techniques in the IoT environment is an
important topic for future research.
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4. Diversifiable Interfaces in IoT Operating Systems
To get a better understanding of the suitability and feasibility of diversification as a security
measure in IoT operating systems, we conducted a study on diversifiable interfaces found in common
IoT operating systems. Several interfaces have been suggested as potential targets for diversification
in the existing literature, as we saw in the previous section. Based on the existing literature and our
research, we chose the following interfaces as the study targets:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

System calls. A system call is the way programs request a service from the operating system and
access the computer’s critical resources [25]. To prevent the attacker from using system calls,
we can uniquely change the system call numbers [16,26,27]. This interface diversification is then
propagated to trusted binaries and libraries, which are diversified accordingly so that they are
compatible with the diversified system and can invoke system calls using the new secret system
call numbers.
Functions in shared libraries. System calls can also be invoked indirectly by calling several wrapper
functions in many operating system libraries. Malware should be prevented from accessing
any critical resources by diversifying these entry points. To this end, any library functions that
directly or indirectly issue system calls are diversified [15,18]. This means changing function
names and possibly changing the order of parameters in the function signature. Diversification is
also propagated to libraries and applications that call these library functions.
Command shell. Malware does not always use system calls or library functions. Instead, it can
employ interpreted languages, such as shell scripts, to achieve its goals. Similarly to the library
functions, the language interface of the shell is also an entry point to the resources of a device.
Many attacks, such as ShellShock [28], have seized this opportunity. If we change the language
interface (the set of tokens used by the command line interpreter), the attacks based on this
known language interface will fail [20,21,29]. The shell scripts in the system are then diversified
to correspond to the new secret language.
Memory space. Memory space can also be seen as a diversifiable interface. ASLR is a security
approach that provides protection from buffer overflow attacks. In ASLR, the address space
positions of the essential parts of a process are randomly rearranged in order to make it more
difficult for the adversary to predict where a specific piece of code resides in the memory. With the
memory layout randomized, the attacker cannot reliably jump to a specific position in the memory
(such as an exploited function) [30]. If one wants to further increase the chance of an attacker
guessing the location of a specific randomly placed memory area, it is possible to further increase
the amount of virtual memory space where the diversification occurs. To achieve this, however,
a memory management unit (MMU) is needed. An MMU is a unit through which the memory
references are passed. It takes care of translating the virtual memory addresses into physical
addresses. A system without an MMU is limited to the address range of its physical space
when ASLR is applied, whereas the MMU usually expands the address space, which allows the
placement of mapped sections with much more potential offsets than a physical address space
alone would permit.
Data structures. Related to memory layout randomization, the layout of individual data structures
can also be diversified. For example, the order of data items within structures could be changed
or additional padding inserted between them. This form of protection has been implemented
in the main line Linux kernel: when the kernel is compiled, a special compiler plugin can be
invoked to change the layout of the data structures used within the kernel [31]. Since these data
structures are internal to the kernel, the changes do not necessarily need to be propagated to
other parts of the system. The only challenge with this approach is compatibility with out-of-tree
modules that need to be built separately.
Protocols. As IoT devices operate in a network, they need to use protocols to communicate.
These protocols can also be seen as targets for diversification [14]. For example, the Constrained
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Application Protocol (CoAP) is a software protocol that enables simple electronics devices to
communicate with each other [32]. It is an application layer protocol specifically designed for
resource-constrained devices, such as “things” in the IoT. By diversifying a protocol, we can create
numerous uniquely diversified protocols from the original protocol. Thinking of a protocol as a
state machine, this means that diversification can add arbitrarily many new states and transitions
to the original protocol. Of course, this protection comes at the price of greater complexity and
some performance slowdown. Protocol diversification makes node capture attacks and adding
malicious nodes to a network more difficult, as those nodes also have to conform to the diversified
protocol in order to successfully interact with other nodes.
The first five diversification schemes above have been suggested for traditional operating systems
whereas the sixth is IoT specific. In the context of the IoT, circumstances may be somewhat different
for these schemes. For example, some IoT operating systems do not provide an implementation of
a system call interface, or this interface is not widely used by applications. In addition, not all IoT
operating systems include a memory management unit. In the following sections, we will discuss
these interfaces in the context of the IoT.
Diversifiable Interfaces in IoT Operating Systems
We studied the previously discussed interfaces in 20 IoT operating systems. Our findings are listed
in Table 1. We included many notable IoT-friendly operating systems in the study, some commercial
and many open-source. Our list of IoT operating systems certainly is not exhaustive and new ones are
in the making as new use cases for the IoT are found. Still, we believe our survey gives a good picture
of the current interfaces available in IoT operating systems.
Table 1. The diversifiable interfaces in various IoT operating systems.
OS

Source Code

MMU Support

System Calls

Shell

Android Things

Available

Yes

Yes [33]

Yes

ChibiOS

Available

No

Minimal [34]

Yes

Contiki

Available

No

No [35]

Yes [36]

Amazon FreeRTOS

Available

No

No [37]

Yes

GNU/Linux

Available

Required

Yes

Yes

Integrity

Closed

Yes

Yes [38]

No

MANTIS

Available

No

No [39]

Yes

mbed

Available

No/uVisor

Partial [40]

Yes

Mynewt

Available

No [41]

No [42]

Yes

Nano-RK

Available

No

No [43]

No

Neutrino

Closed

Yes [44]

Yes [45]

Yes
Yes

NuttX

Available

Partial

Yes [46]

Particle

Available

No

No [47]

Yes

RIOT

Available

No

No [48]

Yes

TinyOS

Available

No

No [49]

Yes

UIUC LiteOS

Available

No

Yes [50]

No

VxWorks

Closed

Yes

Yes [51]

Yes

Windows IoT

Closed

Yes

Yes [52]

Yes

Yocto Project

Available

Zephyr

Available

Based on GNU/Linux
Yes [53]

Yes [54]

Yes

Table 1 shows the availability of the MMU support (not strictly necessary for memory layout
diversification), system call interface and shell for each studied operating system. The availability
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of source code is also listed as open-source systems are generally better suited for diversification,
although diversification techniques can and often are also used on the binary level [55].
In some cases, for example, the cases of RIOT and TinyOS, the number of interfaces to which we
can apply diversification appears to be limited without concrete use cases. However, many operating
systems, like Linux and Android Things, contain several essential interfaces that would benefit from
diversification and are relevant to protect. In addition, all the proprietary systems we studied seem to
contain many diversifiable interfaces. However, actually using diversification on them may require
close collaboration with the commercial entity due to inflexible default licenses. The lack of access
to the whole source code of the system is also a challenge, as the diversification secret needs to be
propagated throughout the whole system.
Android Things (formerly called Brillo), an operating system geared toward the IoT by Google,
is still in developer preview, but from a security and diversification perspective, the architecture looks
promising. This is achieved by requiring hardware that is richer in features [56] compared to most
other devices used in the IoT domain. As MMUs have been scarce in the IoT environment, many other
IoT operating systems lack the extra protection afforded by potentially compatible devices that would
support an MMU.
In contrast to Android Things, the open-source operating system Contiki requires little memory
but also has no support for a memory management unit or system call interface. Diversifiable interfaces
are challenging to study on an operating system as small as Contiki as there is not a lot more within
the system than the kernel itself. Contiki does include a shell where the language of the shell could
be diversified, but the shell is not required by any part of a normal system and therefore, is optional.
Another potentially diversifiable feature in Contiki is the networking protocol 6loWPAN [57], where
the protocol could be regarded as an interface. Although 6loWPAN can be used with encryption [58],
diversification can be used in combination with encryption to provide additional security.
ARM’s mbed operating system can include a supervisor to isolate system components from each
other without a full MMU in the hardware [40] but instead with a lightweight memory protection unit
(MPU) support found in many ARM processors. This isolation is achieved using supervisor calls that
are mostly analogous to system calls and therefore, are an interesting subject of study concerning use
of diversification as an additional security reinforcement layer. The supervisor allows different isolated
components to communicate with each other, which can be regarded as an internal interface that then
could be attacked and exploited. This interface could be diversified in order to make it impossible for
injected code to even be able to reach the supervisor functions.
The proprietary operating systems listed—Integrity, Neutrino, VxWorks and Windows IoT—claim
to support the MMU and appear to have a possibility for system calls. These calls could probably be
diversified for similar additional security as in ARM’s mbed depending on how they are implemented.
Licensing may potentially limit the diversification of commercial systems due to restrictions on reverse
engineering and modifications, but that topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
Amazon FreeRTOS is a Real Time Operating System (RTOS) with a very minimal kernel but great
extensibility. Although MMU support does not exist so the OS can be run on the supported hardware
without an emulation, extensive MPU support similar to ARM’s mbed [59] does exist. Essentially,
the kernel and device peripheral access can be protected from memory reads and writes, which means
there has to be an interface to talk to the kernel, which could then be diversified to make it more
difficult for malicious code to interface with the kernel. FreeRTOS itself is relatively minimal and
does not have much to diversify, but when actual functionality beyond core kernel functions is added,
diversification becomes much more viable. The technique used in our proof-of-concept implementation
on the Thingsee NuttX OS should also be applicable.
ChibiOS appears to have a very specific use case for system calls. It has only seven system calls
within its source code [34], which is not enough to apply any effective interface-level diversification.
ChibiOS does not appear to use any memory protection functionality, which makes the system insecure.
Combining layout diversification and even minimal system call diversification could be beneficial.
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The kernel may not be protected, but its location is not known, which forces the attacker to use a
brute force approach on each device. Diversifying system calls in this case further protects the whole
system as now the attacker also has to use brute force to be able to use the system calls to interface
with the kernel.
Zephyr is an operating system developed by the Linux Foundation, which runs on multiple
platforms ranging from x86 to ARM. Zephyr has a few similarities to Linux but does not necessarily
require an MMU. An MMU is used only for the limited purpose of MPU functionality as used in mbed
and FreeRTOS to achieve similar functionality as MPU-supported devices. As the operating system
supports MPU-based kernel isolation, Zephyr has implemented a system call interface, which should
be diversifiable.
Most of the studied operating systems include some type of command shell. Several real-world
vulnerabilities, such as Imagemagick (CVE-2016-3714 [60]), are based on unescaped input, which
makes it appealing to study the possibility of diversifying the shell language. However, many IoT
operating systems currently do not expose the shell for use to the rest of the system, and the command
shell is mainly geared toward debugging.
Although not covered in this study in detail, on a more fine-grained level, there are some operating
system-specific APIs (Application User Interfaces) that could be diversified. For example, Contiki has
a device driver API and a file system API. As these operating systems mature in the future, most will
probably be supplied with an increasing number of diversifiable interfaces, such as shared libraries
and operating system APIs, aimed to make building applications easier. Of course, the interfaces and
libraries available for diversification also strongly depend on the application area and specific use case
of a particular device.
Finally, even though all the software interfaces of the IoT operating systems we studied are
definitely not perfect for diversification, they all support some diversifiable protocols. For example,
Contiki offers a full IP stack which includes standard protocols, such as UDP, TCP and HTTP [36].
In addition, most IoT operating systems support new low-power protocol standards, such as CoAP
(Constrained Application Protocol) and RPL (the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks). Although we will not go into the details here, all of these protocols can also be seen as
targets for diversification.
To summarize, although many interfaces are still lacking in IoT operating systems, most systems
expose potential targets for diversification of internal interfaces. Based on our findings here, we believe
that IoT devices are ready for security improvements introduced by diversifying the internal interfaces.
5. The Proof-of-Concept Implementations
In this section, we introduce two practical proof-of-concept implementations for internal interface
diversification in IoT operating systems to gauge the feasibility of interface diversification in the
IoT environment. The description in this section is deliberately technical and practical to give the
reader a good understanding of how these tools work and to make our experiments reproducible.
We constructed a modified linker for diversifying the memory layout of Thingsee OS and demonstrated
how this can prevent an exploit attempt from working on a Thingsee One device (Section 5.1).
Additionally, we applied symbol diversification to executable files on Raspbian OS and performed
experiments with this implementation (Section 5.2). The goal was to apply the interface diversification
to existing systems and test our implementations against a working exploit to evaluate the feasibility
and effectiveness when thwarting malicious attacks.
5.1. Layout Shuffling of Thingsee OS on Thingsee One
Many resource-constrained and often time-critical IoT devices and operating systems do not
support many ordinary security measures, such as virtual memory and no-execute bits, that are
commonly found in modern desktop and server computing platforms [61]. This is also the case with
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the default “flat” NuttX-based Thingsee OS build. If there is no memory protection, specialized system
call traps, or dynamic shared libraries, the prospects for different diversification schemes are limited.
We decided to apply memory layout diversification, previously studied by [62], to Thingsee OS
with a flat address space configuration. The idea in diversifying the memory layout is to prevent
attacks based on certain data or code residing at known addresses from functioning. One such example
is return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks [63,64], where the attacker hijacks the program control
flow and causes the execution to jump to carefully chosen machine instruction sequences already
stored in the device’s memory.
The implementation of the diversification scheme required introducing memory layout shuffling
to the GNU linker. Our modified version of the GNU ld linker was created with just a few modifications
to the original source code. To obtain the desired functionality, three files had to be edited, with about
100 added and a few deleted or modified source code lines. GNU ld already contains the functionality
to sort sections whose names match a wildcard expression defined in a linker script by name or
alignment. We introduced an additional sorting method that sorts the wildcard-matching sections
by salted md5 hashes of their names. There should be no need to use the same salt more than once.
This is because the memory layout itself is an interface that is not needed by legal code, other than the
linked program itself which has the appropriate addresses provided by the linker. Our diversification
scheme could still be optimized in terms of performance and memory consumption, but it worked
without problems in our experiments. To increase diversity in the linked software, the source code
should be compiled to object files in a way that all data objects and functions get their own section.
With gcc, this means passing ffunction-sections and fdata-sections as parameters for the compiler.
We then wrote a vulnerable Thingsee OS application program that writes user-supplied data to a
stack buffer without bounds-checking. We then devised an exploit that overwrites a return address on
the stack and makes the program jump to a chosen function. After executing the function, the system
apparently crashes and reboots, preventing the execution of the malicious code. Later, we rebuilt
Thingsee OS using our modified ld with randomization of the order of functions and data in the
Thingsee OS image. An identical exploit did not cause the chosen evil function to be executed this
time. Instead, it made the program crash immediately, as intended.
Our vulnerable program was created simply by modifying the “Hello World” example in the
Thingsee OS in order to facilitate creating a new Thingsee OS application. Our vulnerable program
takes an input from a command line argument as a hexadecimal string and writes it to a stack buffer
in a hex-decoded form without bounds-checking. We use this input method to simulate a malicious
input that could be given in a real application environment, such as a network server.
We compiled Thingsee OS on Lubuntu 16.04 x86_64 using arm-none-eabi-gcc version 4.9.3 and
our modified versions of binutils-gdb (from git commit 6e2565079204ae2d2c0a5fa15fcd233e9c614f0b),
and thingsee-sdk (from git commit b65cfa8ec466d498e24959b90568b076c942aa6d). A forked repository
for Thingsee can be found at [65] with our modifications. The fork of binutils-gdb can be found at [66]
with a layout shuffling implementation.
We built the undiversified version of Thingsee OS. After building, we looked up the address of
the evil function for exploitation from the firmware with object file disassembler, which shows us the
addresses of all functions within the firmware:
$ arm−none−eabi−objdump −d nuttx
The hello-function was found at address 0x08014174 and the address for evil function at 0x08013fcc.
These offsets are required for successful code execution exploitation.
The following listing shows the Thingsee OS command line shell. First, we examined the stack to
find where the return address resides inside the hello-program (b5410108). We then devised and ran
the exploit. The ARM processor needs the return address be incremented by one when using Thumb
code [67]. Thus, we add 1 to the address of ‘evil’ (08013fcc) and write it to the stack in little-endian
byte order (cd3f0108).
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NuttShell (NSH)
nsh> hello 42 0 20
hello 42 0 20
hex_strcpy: a=20009030; s_d=0; s_n=32
0000000000000000000000000000000064900020b54101087541010800000000
foo 1
B
nsh> hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hex_strcpy: a=20009010; s_d=0; s_n=32
0000000000000000000000000000000044900020b54101087541010800000000
foo 1
(some unintelligible characters)
Evil function!
After printing “Evil function!”, the USB connection to our device breaks as the system crashes.
The layout-shuffled version of Thingsee OS was built as follows:
cd configs/haltian−tsone/
patch Make.defs <<END_OF_PATCH
79,80c79
< LDFLAGS += −−gc−sections
< # −−sort−section=shuffle_obfuscation
−−−
> LDFLAGS += −−gc−sections −−sort−section=shuffle_obfuscation
END_OF_PATCH
cd ../../tools/
./configure.sh haltian−tsone/nsh
make menuconfig # Enable the ‘‘Hello, World!’’ example
env SHUFFLE_OBFUSCATION_SALT=foo make
# NOTE: set the device to flash mode before executing,
# the hexadecimal number specifies the device
sudo dfu−util −d 0483:df11 −a0 −D nuttx.dfu −s :leave
First, we patch the Thingsee configuration to enable our implementation of linker diversification.
For build reproducibility, randomness for the diversification can be provided by supplying the build
process with the environment parameter SHUFFLE_OBFUSCATION_SALT. This parameter would be
varied for each diversified device build. Finally, we flash the diversified firmware into the device to
attempt exploitation again.
The same exploit was run again:
NuttShell (NSH)
nsh> hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hello 10112233445566778899aabbccddeeff11111111cd3f0108
hex_strcpy: a=20009030; s_d=0; s_n=0
foo 1
(some unintelligible characters)
Again, the connection is broken. However, now the function ‘evil’ is not called. Undefined
behavior is invoked nevertheless, and Thingsee OS crashes. In this particular experiment, execution
happens to jump to halfway in the middle of a 4-byte instruction word that is part of a tiny piece of
code that jumps to an exception handler. Figure 1 shows the execution in both cases described above.
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Figure 1. An example of a possible execution of the exploit in a normal and diversified operating system.
(a) normal OS: execution jumps to the beginning of the function evil; (b) OS layout diversification: in
this particular case, the execution jumps to the middle of an instruction.
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A crude estimate of the granularity of Thingsee OS layout shuffling can be seen in Figure 2.
It shows a histogram representing the distribution of bytes in differently sized PROGBITS sections in
the source object files of Thingsee OS. We can see that 6.2 MB out of total 20 MB is found in sections at
most 1000 bytes in size.
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Figure 2. A histogram of the distribution of bytes in differently sized PROGBITS sections in the source
object files of Thingsee OS.

We measured the diversified and undiversified binary sizes of the resulting firmware. The default
firmware configuration for Thingsee with our toolchain weights 6002288 bytes or around 5.8 megabytes.
We measured the shuffled binary size five times with different shuffling seeds. The binary grew at
minimum 200 bytes and maximum of 272 bytes. On average, the size increased by 0.004%. The growth
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is explained by alignment constraints due to hardware requirements. The linker may push a block’s
offset towards the end of the file to achieve the required alignment for each block. On a device with no
alignment constraints, diversification does not increase the file size at all.
5.2. Symbol Diversification on Raspbian
The symbol diversifier tool renames the symbols in shared libraries. In addition, the changed
names are propagated to all ELF files that depend on the entities whose symbolic names were
diversified. To experiment with symbol diversification on Raspbian, we employed our old tool
that was previously used to diversify x86_64 Linux [18]. To be run on Raspbian, the tool needed to
be modified to support 32-bit ELF files, which was relatively straightforward. The necessary source
code for the symbol diversification tools in this experiment consists of approximately 2500 lines of
C++ code and 300 lines of Python and Bash scripts. We also needed to modify the glibc dynamic linker
source code with 225 inserted and seven deleted lines in six files, plus an existing third-party SHA-2
implementation that consisted of two files and 1262 lines of code.
The purpose of our experiments with the symbol diversifier was to find our how well it works in
a new operating system in the IoT environment and how much manual work is involved in adapting
the diversifier into a new operating system. In our experiments, diversified Raspbian was able to
successfully start systemd and initialize the system. Most of the services in the system started normally,
although initially some did not. For example, because of the problems caused by run-time dynamic
loading, the login service did not start at first.
To overcome these challenges, we implemented a source code patch to glibc that makes it diversify
symbols passed to dlsym on the fly. The patched glibc contains a static data object that contains the
diversification secret and the identification number of the algorithm to use. This data can then be
rewritten to include the correct diversification secret in the library after compilation and linking, so
including the secret is a very inexpensive operation.
With the patched glibc, the symbol-diversified Raspbian can boot, using simple prefixation as the
diversification transform. The login command works, as does the shell’s basic functionality. Programs
less, sudo, ssh and readelf also worked normally in our experiments. The ping command operated
normally after we set the set-user-id bit to its meta-data. In the case of the man program, we had to
manually specify the location of the library it needs with the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable.
In conclusion, despite some challenges, interface diversification was successful in our experiments.
Our memory layout shuffling implementation successfully prevented an exploit from working, and the
symbol diversification tool managed to diversify the whole Raspbian operating system. Even though
some manual fixes were needed with symbol diversification, IoT operating systems usually have only
a limited set of applications, and many nodes in sensory networks are identical, which means these
fixes can also made automatically for a number of nodes.
6. Discussion
We have seen that many of devices are currently distributed with identical, well-known interfaces.
This software monoculture allows the adversary to devise a single exploit to attack several sensor
nodes with identical software. Diversification, by breaking this monoculture, is a promising proactive
security mechanism for the widely distributed IoT operating systems.
As the resources of IoT devices are extremely limited, security mechanisms with negligible
overhead are needed [68]. This is especially true for sensor networks, where the nodes are often
severely limited in terms of the power supply, computational power and memory, for example. In most
cases, diversification causes only a very small overhead or no overhead at all. Take system call
diversification as an example: Simply replacing the system call mapping with a new one entails
no performance penalties, and there are no adverse effects on memory consumption. We also saw
earlier that our memory layout diversification scheme has a negligible memory overhead. At the same
time, many other traditional protection mechanisms, such as resource intensive anti-virus solutions,
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are not such a good fit for low-resource sensor nodes. As a technique that does not consume that
many resources, diversification is also highly energy-efficient. Conserving energy is one of the most
important challenges in the IoT environment and sensor networks [69]. As diversification has modest
resource requirements, it can be argued that diversification provides good security and low energy
consumption, which are often seen as conflicting goals.
A huge downside of embedded devices is that they often cannot be updated. When a vulnerability
in the software is found, the nodes are exposed to malicious attacks. Although diversification as a
security approach does not remove the software vulnerabilities per se, it prevents the adversary from
using them. Therefore, diversification alleviates the problem of irregular or absent software updates.
Interface diversification is also a proactive security measure in the sense that it provides protection for
many zero-day exploits that are currently unknown. Moreover, diversification makes the propagation
of malware more difficult, as we have seen. Interface diversified nodes stop malware from moving
from node to node in a sensor network.
Still, interface diversification is not a solution to everything. Therefore, it is fortunate that one of
the important benefits is what we call orthogonality: diversification can be used in combination with
other security measures, such as encryption and authentication mechanisms. It complements other
security solutions in the complex IoT environment.
Based on this discussion, it is quite that obvious interface diversification has potential to bring
great benefits to IoT systems. However, it also has many limitations as a security measure. First,
depending on the obfuscation methods, diversification might introduce some costs for execution time
and memory consumption. However, several simple obfuscation methods we discussed in this paper,
such as changing the system call numbers and renaming, cause only very modest costs or no costs at
all, which makes them perfect for the IoT environment.
Second, the propagation of diversification to keep all parts of the system compatible also poses
some challenges. For example, if we diversify the function names in some library, all the applications
and other libraries that depend on that library have to be diversified accordingly. We showed in a
previous study, however, that this task can be performed automatically with significant accuracy, and
help is only rarely required from a programmer [16]. The fact that IoT devices and sensor nodes are
usually very limited in terms of the number of applications and the amount of executable code running
on them also makes reliable diversification more feasible.
Another challenge associated with interface diversification in sensor networks has to do with
the update process. A sensor network may incorporate the capability to share firmware updates
between peers instead of only relying on a central source. This way, the relaying nodes should get less
overloaded, and therefore, firmware upgrade propagation should be more efficient. From the security
point of view, this is no worse than a direct source as long as proper verification mechanisms are in
place. However, on a diversified sensor mesh network, updates like these are not possible as each node
should essentially have its own unique version of the latest firmware. The architectural possibilities
for updating node firmware, therefore, are more limited than on a network free of diversification.
A diversified update should be used only on a single node to keep diversification unique, which
means there needs to be a repository of N > M unique variations of the firmware, where M is the
number of nodes requiring updates in the network. Therefore, one should adjust or at the very least
test the network’s ability to handle updating during normal operation. To alleviate the bandwidth
requirements, nodes can be updated in phases or one at a time. A diversified network should also
require a considerably longer time to breach than an ordinary network, because the attacker first needs
to find a vulnerability, be able to exploit it and then use brute force to guess the diversification secret
before being able to compromise even a single node.
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Finally, if diversification is applied to network protocols, the diversification has to be distributed
outside one device. That is, all nodes involved have to know and support the diversified protocol,
and the diversification secret has to be shared. This is not very practical in big networks, but protocol
diversification can still be a useful approach within smaller groups of sensor nodes and in private
networks. These challenges and limitations of internal interface diversification and their possible
solutions should be discussed more closely in the future work.
7. Conclusions
The growing IoT infrastructure urgently needs novel security approaches to complement its
inadequate security measures. When designing security approaches for IoT and for wireless sensor
network nodes specifically, it is essential that the limited resources and the available power are taken
into consideration while still keeping the security measures effective. In this study, we proposed
interface diversification as a solution to this challenge.
Our survey of diversifiable interfaces in IoT operating systems showed that although many of
these operating systems still lack commonly diversified interfaces, almost every system has a few
potential target interfaces. In addition, there are several promising operating systems, such as Android
Things and many Linux-based systems, that are perfect targets for diversification. When the IoT
operating systems grow more mature in the future, we can expect to see more diversifiable interfaces
in this environment.
We also demonstrated with our proof-of-concept implementations that interface diversification is
a feasible security measure that successfully and effectively works on low-resource embedded devices,
such as Raspberry Pi, by preventing malicious exploits from running. The whole operating system
and software stacks can be diversified automatically, and, although a limited number of manual fixes
may be required, the process is usually straightforward.
We believe interface diversification is a promising security measure in the context of the IoT and
sensor networks. This is thanks to its low resource requirements, compatibility with other security
measures and wide applicability to several interfaces. Unlike some traditional security measures,
internal interface diversification is easily transferable to the IoT environment. However, interface
diversification requires more research and practical experiments on IoT devices so that it can gain
popularity and be rolled out in commodity software.
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